An Exceptional Intelligence and
Cyber Defense provider: BlueVoyant
“BlueVoyant’s team represents that rare
combination of technical prowess and savvy
business advisory services.”

A

s technology continues
to evolve so does the
opportunities and challenges. Cyber security is
one of the major challenges that
the world is facing today. The
sophisticated cyber attacks involving malware, phishing, machine
learning and artificial intelligence,
cryptocurrency and more have
placed the data and assets of
corporations, governments and
individuals at constant risk.
The increasing prevalence and severity of malicious cyber enabled
activities constitute an unusual
and extraordinary threat to the
national security, foreign policy
and economy. To overcome such
challenges BlueVoyant brings an
Exceptional Intelligence and Cyber
Defense management to its clients.
It provides advanced cyber threat
intelligence, managed security
services and proactive professional
services with forensic capabilities
for incident response and remediation.
BlueVoyant helps large enterprises
with impactful intelligence and
it offers small and medium enterprises the same kind of software
and level of services that large
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enterprises enjoy from a worldclass team of experts that would
be challenging to amass directly.
BlueVoyant protects its clients
from agile and well financed
attackers with exceptional cybersecurity defense and protection
through technology and tailored
services. It provides comprehensive cybersecurity services and
technology to augment, enhances,
or replaces your current solutions.

Transforming the way
businesses think about
cyber risk
In 2017 BlueVoyant built smarter,
from the ground up and assembled
a team of engineers, analysts,
and security professionals with
a passion for innovation and
problem-solving with a unique
purpose and with unparalleled
support - to protect organizations of all sizes against agile and
well-funded adversaries.
BlueVoyant’s Threat Intelligence
Services monitor the external attack surface, assess emerging risks,
and deliver timely, actionable
intelligence specific to the organization and the entire supply chain.

Its advanced Cyber Threat Intelligence Service goes beyond the
company’s boundaries to see the
real threat actor and find activities
taking place outside perimeter.
BlueVoyant provides advanced
warning of impending cyber
attacks days or weeks before other
services and reduce the risk of
attack from malicious Internet infrastructure. It enriches your alerts
with external threat intelligence
which informs investigations and
identifies attacker infrastructure
and prioritize threats to eliminate
those that put your business at a
great risk. BlueVoyant also assess
third-party risk, based on external
monitoring of threats, attacks and
vulnerabilities to identify weaknesses in the entire supply chain
before they can be used to steal
data from you and your clients.

How BlueVoyant helps
with their unique
solutions
BlueVoyant combines an expert
team, comprehensive threat data
analytics, and comprehensive
services and solutions to address
the multiple cybersecurity needs of
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businesses today. Their Managed
Security Services helps clients to
achieve the same level of security
which was previously available to
only the largest, most well-defended organizations.
Keeping the bad guys out is a
difficult job, discovering them and
completely ousting them after they
are inside is much worse. Hence,
BlueVoyant combines proven front
line experience responding to

advanced cyber threats with the
expertise in building world class
defensive cybersecurity programs
to stop threat actors in their
tracks.
The intelligence experts interact
with the real threat actors in the
deep and dark web as well as in
chat rooms where they conduct
business. The cyber forensics and
incident response services are provided by former FBI Cyber Agents,

NSA experts, and military cybersecurity specialists.
BlueVoyant Professional Services,
armed with deep insight and expertise, help advance your security
posture and mitigate risks to your
enterprise in the event of a breach.
CyberProtect from strategic partner Fiserv is designed to deliver
BlueVoyant protection and to keep
financial institutions of all sizes
safe from targeted cyberattacks.

“Our clients have been
consistently impressed with
their practical approach
to solving cybersecurity
problems and their ability
to quickly get to the bottom of complex issues!!”

Jim Rosenthal, The architect
of BlueVoyant

Jim Rosenthal, CEO

Jim Rosenthal is the Chief Executive Officer and co-founder of BlueVoyant. He was the Chief Operating Officer
of Morgan Stanley until 2017. At Morgan Stanley, he was responsible to the CEO and the Board of Directors
for Cybersecurity.
He is the co-Chairman of Sheltered Harbor, a consortium of major banks, securities firms, industry associations, and technology service providers with the mission of preserving systemic confidence in the event of a
cyberattack.
He is the past Chairman of the Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association, and has chaired its
Cybersecurity Committee from 2014-2017.
Jim is the recipient of the 2017 Critical Infrastructure Protection Award from the Financial Services
Information Sharing and Analysis Center.

